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Abstract We present a pipeline to create digital 3D
replicas of real-world objects using off-the-shelf smart-
phones. Our methodology uses a hybrid approach where
keyframes from a smartphone’s camera are automati-
cally selected and sent to a server for 3D reconstruction.
The smartphone periodically receives back 3D model
updates for progress visualisation, thus users can con-
currently and collaboratively perform acquisitions and
speed up the reconstruction of large objects, e.g. build-
ings. We will show examples of 3D reconstructions per-
formed by both individuals and groups.
Keywords: Image filtering, Structure from Motion,
Epipolar Geometry, Optimisation.

1 Introduction

The minutuarisation of imaging devices and the increas-
ing power of embedded computational hardware have
led to an explosion of new applications (apps) that use
computer vision on smartphones [6]. Smart photogra-
phy [3], biometrics [1], Augmented Reality [4], Virtual
Reality [8] and 3D reconstruction [7] are just a few ex-
amples of these applications.

In this demo, we will show a client-server 3D re-
construction pipeline in action. Visitors will be able to
try the pipeline for themselves and use Replicorder to
digitise real-world objects.
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2 Overview

Replicorder is a hybrid approach where image acquisi-
tion, reconstruction and visualisation are split across
a smartphone and remote server. Such a hybrid ap-
proach enables users to collaboratively reconstruct real-
world objects and receive feedback about global recon-
structions. Replicorder acquires images from a smart-
phone’s camera and automatically selects a subset of
them based on both their quality and on their novelty
[7]. These selected images are uploaded to a reconstruc-
tion server that progressively creates 3D models. By
transmitting only some of the images, we can reduce
bandwidth demands between smartphone and server.
Replicorder generates haptic feedback each time a new
image is chosen. When a user is scanning an object, the
Replicorder app receives near real-time feedback about
the status of the reconstruction from the server, en-
abling users to focus on parts of the scanned object
that deserve more attention. Such a client-server archi-
tecture produces high-quality 3D models without plac-
ing high resource demands on the smartphone.

3D model creation on the server starts with Struc-
ture from Motion (SfM) [7]. SfM uses multiple threads
to process the independent and asynchronous upload-
ing of images from different users. When SfM is per-
formed on images from a single device, camera intrinsic
parameters are typically assumed to be the same for
all images with Bundle Adjustment [9] being used to
estimate these parameters (fixing them globally whilst
estimating extrinsic parameters and minimising the re-
projection error). In the case of images acquired from
different devices, Bundle Adjustment uses instead the
concept of ‘intrinsic groups’, where parameters from im-
ages from a specific camera are assumed to be fixed.
After the images have been oriented, multi-view stereo
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Fig. 1 Sparse point clouds resulting from the concurrent acqui-

sition of Villa Tambosi in Trento, Italy. (a) Sparse point cloud

shown together with the oriented images and (b) colour-coded
sparse point cloud showing the contribution of the two users.

The 3D points triangulated by the blue smartphone (Sony Z5)
are coloured cyan, those triangulated by the red smartphone (LG

Nexus 5X) in orange and those triangulated by both in magenta.

is performed to generate a dense point cloud [5]. Multi-
view uses the concept of photo-consistency between sets
of input images and verifies agreements in terms of il-
lumination, materials and 3D geometry. The final mesh
is obtained using Poisson reconstruction computed on
the dense point cloud [2]. Created 3D models are stored
on a reconstruction server and can be downloaded via
a RESTful API1.

3 Collaborative 3D reconstruction

Fig. 1 shows the sparse point cloud of Villa Tambosi
in Trento (Italy) collaboratively created by two users.
Fig. 1a shows the global point cloud of the recon-
structed Villa Tambosi in addition to the positions
of the cameras (green points with projected images).
Fig. 1b shows the 3D point cloud with the colour-coded
cameras representing each smartphone’s pose during
acquisition. The 3D points triangulated from the
blue smartphone’s images are coloured cyan, those
triangulated from the red smartphone’s are coloured
orange, and those triangulated by both are coloured
magenta. The total number of 3D points in this exam-
ple is 71816, of which 39768 (55%) were triangulated
from solely the blue smartphone, 25398 (35%) were
triangulated from solely the red smartphone and 6650
(9%) were triangulated from images from both devices.
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1 http://www.restapitutorial.com/, last accessed: Dec 2017.
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Fig. 2 3D reconstruction performed with two smartphones that
concurrently acquired images of Villa Tambosi in Trento, Italy:

(a) Dense point cloud and (b) Mesh.
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